REPORT OF THE DAY

KNOWING MY SCHOOL (GUIDED TOUR)

“School is an institution which helps in providing a learning atmosphere to the children”. We know Pre-School makes a big difference for kids and that its effects can last a lifetime. To make our very new Vivians of classes Pre-School and Pre-Primary more aware of their school, a Guided tour was organized on 15\textsuperscript{th} April, 2019. All the new beginners were very much excited to have a glance of all the areas of our school from playground to music room. They started their tour from the School Playground and walked in the well decorated corridors towards the Swings area where they observed colorful swings with great interest. Then all the little Vivians moved up to see their Art & Craft, Music, Dance, Medical room and many other areas of the school. This was an amazing experience to them. All the students were very happy and enjoyed to be the part of this guided tour.